
Sermon Discussion Information 
 
Sermon Series: “Work Life” 
Sermon Title: “In Transition” 
Sermon Text: 1 Kings 19:1-18 
Listener’s Journey: I want my listener to embrace work life transitions as invitations to refine their vocational 
themes amidst job and career movement. And, I want my listener to see waiting, tensions, and disorientation 
as necessary thresholds for personal transformation. 
 
Unique Quotes from Sermon: 
 
It was an American novelist who once said, “Metaphors have a way of holding the most truth in the least 
space.”1 Well, I have two metaphors for those moments in our work life when either by our choice, or the 
choice of our employers, we find ourselves “between jobs.” The first is an optimal metaphor: “Job transitions 
are like the transition of a caterpillar to a butterfly.” The moment our employer hands us a pink slip we are like 
a well fed caterpillar with a generously thick skin that gently envelops us in a chrysalis (chris-a-lis) our womb 
of transformation until we emerge and spread our wings like a monarch butterfly and take wing in our new 
opportunity. Wouldn’t that be that be great?! 

 
The second metaphor is “job transitions are like going on a carnival ride”—At the point we or our employer 
believes our future is brighter elsewhere, we step into a ride called many different names depending upon 
what amusement park you go to: “Silly Silo,” “Barrel of Fun,” “Spindle Top,” “The Rotor” and “Hell Hole.”2 –The 
ride begins with your back against a wall of a large cylinder. Then, you start spinning until things get blurry, 
and finally, the floor drops out from underneath you.  
 
May the carnival ride happen to you in your work life fewer than times as I have ridden such a ride which was 
once! My wife Holly were together and she puked after that ride. What a metaphor! The butterfly and the 
carnival ride is the metaphoric continuum of what life can be like when we are in transition between jobs and 
careers. Remember that, in this series, we have been learning about the difference between jobs, which tend 
to be repetitive tasks, careers, which tend to be widening pathways of advancement within particular fields, 
and vocations, which are the higher level themes that we discern over time as being our most important 
lifelong aspirations regardless of jobs and careers, paid and unpaid.  

 
You may or may not be in a time of transition, but at some point in your life you will be. And, the invitation we 
have while in transition is to embrace such seasons as opportunities to refine our vocational themes amidst 
job and career movement. Whether the transition is a big or small (because some are small and short term, 
and others are more dramatic and life altering) we need to see waiting, tensions, and disorientation as 
necessary thresholds for personal transformation 
 
*** 
Elijah said to God, “I am the only one left, and now they are trying to kill me too.” In 1 Kings chapter 18 we are 
told that Obadiah, the palace administrator for Ahab and Jezebel, was a good person who hid hundreds of 
faithful prophets in caves and supplied them with food and water. And, in today’s Scripture we learn there are 
actually seven thousand others besides Elijah who were faithful and courageous. This is a very important 
lesson. While in transition we easily can be lured into a false and despairing narrative in which we believe that 
no one else can understand our misery and we are completely on our own to find a path forward.  

 
Isolation did not serve Elijah well, and it doesn’t serve us well, either. It is one of the biggest trap doors of work 
life transitions. And, why it is important to reach out to others who have experienced such seasons, or who are 
in the same kind of moment with us, in order to listen and learn from one another in community. Elijah had a 
hard time listening to anyone including angels, and God which leads to a second observation from the text: the 
way forward may come to us with little to no fanfare. In fact, it may come in a whisper. 

 

																																																								
1 Quote― Orson Scott Card, Alvin Journeyman http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/metaphors (accessed 7-22-
16) 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotor_(ride) (accessed 7-23-16) 



*** 
First, when we are in transition, we need people and the voice of God asking us “what are you doing here, 
Dan?” It snapped Elijah out of his lethargic trance and is a great question for us to hold. It is the purpose 
question. The meaning question. And, it is important to answer it honestly, like what Elijah did, but do our best 
to differentiate between ourselves and that which has bruised us: “They weren’t fair.” “That was a lousy place 
to work.” “I might have made a mistake.” “I am hurt.” “I am confused.” “I am angry.” “I’m running.” “I am lost.” 
For in answering the questions honestly, even with raw unformed answers, we are actually planting our feet 
on the ground of reality.  

 
Second, in what seems like a complete surprise directive, God asks Elijah to go back the way he came! 
“What? Is God crazy?” I can just imagine the thoughts of Elijah when pondering returning to on his former 
path. But, this time that return path, though being the same road, was to be travelled differently and with 
different people. 
 
*** 
Christian author Richard Rohr describes liminal space in the following way: “…liminal space (from the Latin for 
"threshold") is an inner state and sometimes an outer situation where we can begin to think and act in 
genuinely new ways. It is when we are betwixt and between, having left one room or stage of life but not yet 
entered the next. We often enter liminal space when our former way of being is challenged or changed--
perhaps when we lose a job or a loved one, during illness, engagement, or at the birth of a child. During this 
graced time we are not certain or in control.”3  
 
Our understanding and embrace of liminality can be the difference between our season of transition being a 
carnival ride or a season of transformation. The work we need to do in liminal space includes: 
 
Giving ourselves permission to fail. Times of transition require taking risks doing traditional things such as 
networking, resumes and phone calls while asking the deeper questions of our journey. Not everything is 
going to work out and sometimes will even flop and will cause us to question ourselves. That’s ok! One 
Scriptural metaphor used throughout the Bible and helpful here is the potter’s wheel. Just as God is framed as 
the potter4 and we are the clay, so are we the potter and our jobs, careers, and vocations are the clay. In all 
cases the clay is not thrown out, it is formed…sometimes broken down to start again, but always kept on the 
wheel adding water and infusing color while using our hands and various tools to shape the clay into a 
uniquely beautiful pottery piece it must become.  

 
Giving ourselves permission to fast, or temporarily withholding some aspect of our lives to create new mental 
space. This could be something traditional such as from food, or tech, or TV, or Facebook—all as a spiritual 
exercise to be more awake to reality, the wisdom of others, and the often times quiet voice of God. 
 
And, as Richard Rohr advises: Giving ourselves permission to let go of the false ego. Simultaneous to the 
outward practical work of job searching we need to take time to  “…be silent instead of talking, experience 
emptiness instead of fullness, anonymity instead of persona, and pennilessness instead of plenty. In liminal 
space, we descend and intentionally do not come back out or up immediately. From this experience we can 
reenter the world with freedom and new, creative approaches.” 5 
 
 
Three Discussion Questions: 
 
1. Describe a period of work life transition? (Personal sharing) 

 
2. How does your story relate to any part of today’s Scripture? (Exploring the text) 
 
3. What are a few things you can do to live more of your life in “liminal space”? (Direct application) 
 
																																																								
3 Richard Rohr, Devotion “Living on the Edge” Wednesday, July 13, 2016. 
4 Isiah 64:8; Job 10:9; Romans 9:19-21; Jeremiah 18:3-4 (to name a few) 
5 Richard Rohr, Devotion “Living on the Edge” Wednesday, July 13, 2016. 


